Theoretical Framework

Benefits of Logistic Regression
In his book on regression, Darlington (1990) stated that discriminant analysis "is in the process of being replaced in most modern practice by logistic regression" (p. 458). Although logistic regression has been a staple in the hard sciences for years (e.g., epidemiology; Lemeshow & Hosmer, 1982) , the procedure is relatively new to the social sciences but is quickly gaining ground. A number of fields have seen increased usage of logistic regression in recent years, including clinical psychology (Davis & Offord, 1997) , counseling psychology (Cizek & Fitzgerald, 1999) , family studies (DeMaris, 1995; Morgan & Teachman, 1988) , health sciences (Peng, Manz, & Keck, 2001) , interpersonal violence (McNutt, Holcomb, & Carlson, 2000) , school psychology (LeBlanc & Fitzgerald, 2000) , social work (Morrow-Howell & Proctor, 1992) , and sociology (Lottes, Adler, & DeMaris, 1996) .
There are several reasons for the widespread interest. Most notably, logistic regression is a more general analytic technique and permits greater diversity in variable scaling than traditional approaches. For example, when nonlinear variable relationships are present due to a categorically scaled criterion, linear regression is not appropriate by definition. Loglinear analysis can accept a categorical criterion but not continuously scaled predictors. Predictive discriminant analysis also allows for a categorical criterion but will not permit categorical predictors (Huberty, 1994) . On the other hand, logistic regression can model the nonlinear relationships produced by a categorical criterion and allows for continuous and categorical predictor variables. Second, several of the restrictive assumptions (e.g., multivariate normality) of linear regression and predictive discriminant analysis are relaxed in logistic regression. Third, unlike some procedures, logistic regression always computes permissible predicted probabilities.
cients estimated for each variable may be compared to assess strength of prediction within the equation. If several potential models have been specified, whether by theory or otherwise, separate regression analyses may be performed for each model and then summary statistics (e.g., varianceaccounted-for indices) compared. If no models have been hypothesized in advance, two options are available for identifying good predictors. First, one may apply an algorithm that (ostensibly) selects for the researcher a single group of best predictor variables via a series of steps, hence the name "stepwise regression." But the problems associated with stepwise procedures have been clearly documented elsewhere (Huberty, 1989; Neter, Kutner, Nachtsheim, & Wasserman, 1996; Thompson, 1989 Thompson, , 1995 Thompson, , 2001 . Most notably, stepwise procedures often do not correctly identify the best set of predictors.
Alternatively, an "all possible" or, equivalently, "best-subsets" routine may be applied. Incidentally, all possible regressions and all possible subset regressions are not identical variable selection procedures. In the latter, the number of estimated models is restricted considerably (e.g., Furnival & Wilson, 1974 ). The present article will discuss only an all possible regressions approach. This approach allows the researcher to compare a number of models via summary statistics and then select one or more best sets of variables based on statistical and/or substantive grounds. Note that a computer program has not selected a model for the researcher. In fact, one is not limited to selecting only a single model. One may wish to consider how a number of competing theoretical models predict or describe the variable relationships. Or, one may wish to establish the best single-predictor model, two-predictor model, and the like. In addition, financial resources may play a part in model selection. Two models may predict almost equally well, but one includes a variable for which scores are very expensive or difficult to obtain. A best-subsets approach would allow for the identification of these competing models. The point is that best-subsets (as opposed to stepwise) procedures place variable selection back in the hands of the researcher who understands the underlying theory, variables, and resources involved.
Because there are 2 p -1 (where p = the number of predictors) models that can be constructed from a given set of variables, it is usually not feasible to model each combination of predictors individually. Instead, a statistical algorithm is adopted which produces some type of summary statistic for every possible combination of predictors. Hosmer, Jovanovic, and Lemeshow (1989) proposed such an algorithm for estimating a best-subsets logistic regression. The method was reiterated in Lemeshow's (1989, 2000) popular book on logistic regression; however, the method has yet to gain widespread acceptance, as the literature review below depicts.
EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT
Current Practice
A review of the logistic regression literature reveals that stepwise methods are almost always used to select predictors. PsycInfo searches on the words "logistic + best subset(s)," "logistic + all subset(s)," and "logistic + all possible" produced zero hits. On the other hand, "logistic + stepwise" returned 132 hits. Similar results were observed when searching other databases. In addition, after reviewing a nonrandom sample of articles published between 2000 and 2001 that either described or applied logistic regression, none discussed use of a best-subsets algorithm, whereas several applied stepwise logistic regression.
There may be instances when it is not feasible to compare all possible subsets of variables due to a very large number of predictors involved, but such all-inclusive analyses are not the norm in the social sciences, certainly not to the extent that stepwise methods are dominating the literature. So why is best-subsets logistic regression not being regularly employed? One explanation may be because the procedure cannot be applied with nominal or ordinal predictor variables (unless first dummy or effect coded). However, stepwise procedures suffer the same limitation, so this is not a satisfactory explanation.
A second potential reason is the widespread misconception that stepwise methods always select the best set of predictors. This erroneous view is furthered when authors (incorrectly) argue that stepwise methods are no worse than other options (Knapp & Sawilowsky, 2001 ; but see Thompson, 2001) and when authors omit discussion of alternatives to stepwise approaches. For an example of the latter, a recent publication by Menard (1995) in the Sage University Paper series, although nicely describing logistic regression, mentions only stepwise methods when discussing variable selection strategies. Admittedly, a best-subsets solution requires more work for the researcher in comparing and selecting models, but this should not be seen as a hindrance if the method has been shown to be superior to stepwise procedures.
Third, some counsel against the use of all possible regressions because of computer expense. However, this deterrence is becoming obsolete for all but the largest of data sets. For example, it took the author less than 1 second on a 600 Mhz Pentium III computer to run a best-subsets logistic regression on a data set consisting of 15 predictor variables with 500 observations.
The primary reason for overreliance on stepwise procedures may be that researchers are slow to adopt methods not easily obtained in the commercial statistics packages. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) does not allow for a best-subsets logistic regression, and newer versions of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) provide only limited capabilities. and Lemeshow (1989, 2000) described how a best-subsets logistic regression could be accomplished, but the presentation was moderately technical, and computer syntax was not included. Therefore, the purpose of the present article is to provide a simple explana- KING 395 tion and demonstration of how to obtain a best-subsets solution in logistic regression and interpret the results.
Statistical Computing Requirements
A best-subsets logistic regression is relatively easy to implement if some necessary algorithms are present in the computing package. First, one must be able to secure logistic regression estimates. Most of the popular statistical software packages now include logistic regression. Prior to the release of Version 6.06, SAS users were required to use a general procedure for modeling categorical data, PROC CATMOD, but newer versions include a procedure dedicated to logistic regression, PROC LOGISTIC. All recent versions of SPSS include a logistic regression procedure. Second, one must be able to access a best-subsets variable selection algorithm. SPSS, for example, does not permit this type of calculation in any statistical procedure and, as a result, cannot at this time be employed to obtain any type of best-subsets solution. Conversely, newer versions of SAS include a best-subsets routine under PROC REG (regression) and PROC LOGISTIC. PROC LOGISTIC actually permits best-subsets model comparisons, but only based on values of the chi-square distributed likelihood score statistic (SAS Institute, 1999) . The likelihood score statistic is not as informative as indices that take into account model parsimony (e.g., R 2 adjusted , Mallow's C p ). Thus, whereas SAS's PROC LOGISTIC does allow for the direct calculation of a best-subsets logistic regression, it produces an unfamiliar summary statistic for making model comparisons.
But another option is available. have proven mathematically that logistic regression estimates can be coupled with a linear regression routine to obtain a best-subsets logistic regression. It should be emphasized that although a linear regression routine is employed, logistic estimates will be produced. Their algorithm permits use of Mallow's C p statistic (Mallows, 1973) , a measure of predictive squared error, for comparing logistic regression models. If the model fitted is the correct one, C p is expected to be approximately equal to p + 1, where p = the number of predictors in the fitted model, with smaller values preferred. If the model fitted is not correct, larger values of C p are expected. Because C p evaluates model fit and parsimony concurrently and is familiar to many researchers, the index is especially appealing.
Calculating the Estimates
This section will describe the steps necessary to obtain C p in conjunction with a best-subsets logistic regression. Proofs and matrix algebra will be omitted, and only the programming equations will be supplied (the interested reader should consult .
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EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT Because SAS's PROC REG (optionally) calculates Mallow's C p , a bestsubsets logistic procedure will be run under a linear regression routine but with a transformed dependent variable (z) and a case weight (u). The necessary steps are as follows:
• Run PROC LOGISTIC, saving the estimated predicted probabilities (pred).
• Transform the criterion variable (dvar) via the equation: z = log(pred /(1 -pred)) + ((dvar -pred)/(pred * (1 -pred))).
• Define a case weight variable as follows: u = pred * (1 -pred).
• Run a best-subsets linear regression via PROC REG predicting the new dependent variable, z, using the full set of independent variables. Include the case weight variable, u, so that weighted least squares estimates are obtained. As a result of these modifications, PROC REG will estimate logistic regression models.
The last step will output a table listing (a) every possible combination of predictor variables, (b) C p for each model, and (c) an R 2 value for each model which is not valid and should not be interpreted. If a newer version of SAS is used, the Analyst graphical user interface (GUI) permits users to make transformations and obtain estimates in a point-and-click environment, and SAS syntax is not necessary.
Interpreting the Results
A data set that comes packaged with SAS 8.2 will be used for illustrative purposes and so that readers may replicate the analyses presented in this article. A total of 224 freshman computer science majors were scored on each of six variables: college grade point average (GPA), the Quantitative and Verbal sections of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), average high school grade in mathematics, average high school grade in English, and average high school grade in science (see Table 1 ). The sex of each participant was also recorded. For heuristic purposes, sex was regressed on the six academic variables to determine which predictors best discriminate between sex. Model comparisons will be made based on statistical criteria, but other issues (e.g., theory, cost of obtaining variables) should usually be consulted before selecting a final model. Table 2 depicts results from running a best-subsets logistic regression as described above (see the appendix for the SAS syntax). The output has been modified from that normally obtained in that the invalid R 2 values have been removed, and for comparative purposes, two other indices have been added: (a) the likelihood score statistic, which was obtained by running a PROC LOGISTIC best-subsets analysis (i.e., select the best-subsets modeling option under PROC LOGISTIC); and (b) the generalized R 2 , obtained by running separate PROC LOGISTIC regression models for every possible subset of variables (i.e., it was necessary to specify 63 separate model statements). KING 397 Regarding the latter index, SAS prints two R 2 -type measures of effect size for use in logistic regression: the generalized R 2 (denoted in SPSS as the Cox and Snell R 2 ) and, because the generalized R 2 cannot achieve 1.0 by definition, the max-rescaled R 2 (equivalently, Nagelkerke R 2 in SPSS). However, a call to SAS User Support revealed that R 2 statistics are not available within the Analyst environment; SAS code must be used. Specifically, /RSQUARE should be added after the MODEL statement in PROC LOGISTIC. These measures are based on comparing the log likelihood functions of the full model (i.e., all predictors included) to a null model (i.e., intercept term only; equations are presented in SAS Institute, 1999). Although these indices do assess effect size, they should not be interpreted as variance-accounted-for measures because the log likelihood is not really a sum of squares. Such a measure may be acquired (King, 2002; Menard, 1995) .
A glance down the columns of In comparing the single-predictor models listed in Table 2 , the average high school grade in English (HSE) produced the largest R 2 , the highest score statistic, and the lowest C p , implying that high school English grades discriminate between sexes better than any other single variable model. But recall that C p quantifies model parsimony in addition to fit and is expected to equal p + 1, which in this case would be 2. The inflated value of C p = 61.54 suggests that this model should not be selected as optimal unless theoretical reasons override statistical. For the two-and three-predictor conditions, all three indices generally followed similar trends in model ordering; however, C p continues to imply relatively poor fit due to lack of model parsimony.
In considering the best four-predictor model containing average high school grade in mathematics (HSM), average high school grade in science (HSS), HSE, and the Quantitative section of the SAT (SATM)-(HSM + HSS + HSE + SATM)-notice that C p finally drops below the expected value of 5 to 3.39, suggesting good model fit. The score statistic and R 2 equal 50.51 and .239, respectively. When the best five-predictor model is compared to this model, the score statistic raises slightly to 50.57, R 2 remains the same at .239 (though it may be increasing slightly if reported to more decimal places), but C p indicates slightly poorer fit (i.e., 5.00 is only one point below the expected value of 6). A similar dynamic occurs when comparing the six-400 EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT predictor model. In sum, Mallow's statistic suggests that appending additional variables to the best possible four-predictor model does not increase predictive/descriptive power, whereas the score statistic and R 2 , by remaining static or increasing, offer less help in selecting among the four-, five-, and sixpredictor models. (Although it should be noted that because the score statistic is itself chi-square distributed, the estimated value could be tested for statistical significance. In that case, it is likely that additional predictors would add degrees of freedom without substantially increasing the chi-square value, thus producing larger p values and implying poorer fit for the five-and sixvariable models. But these dynamics are more clearly portrayed in the C p values.)
These index comparisons were provided merely for heuristic purposes. Normally one would not have access to the R 2 values generated by listing all possible model statements. Instead, either C p (via PROC REG) or the score statistic (via PROC LOGISTIC) would be used to compare models. Because Mallow's C p considers model parsimony, it is preferred over the score statistic.
Additional Considerations
Because of the approximate nature of the coefficients estimated by a bestsubsets algorithm, after having selected one or more candidate models each should be refit using a logistic regression procedure to obtain the correct maximum likelihood estimates . Next, one would normally wish to evaluate assumption violations, tests of model fit, effect size measures, case-wise diagnostics, and so forth (for details, see any standard text on logistic regression; e.g., Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000; Rice, 1994) .
It is also important to realize that when any variable-selection technique is employed, observed probability values, and hence statistical significance tests, will be invalid. At the risk of oversimplifying matters, the probabilities estimated for each parameter are based on degrees of freedom (df). One df is lost in estimating each parameter. But when logistic regression estimates are computed for a model that was selected after evaluating a large number of potential models, additional df should have been lost because more parameters were estimated. These estimates are not reflected in the listed df, so the probability values will be incorrect.
Stepwise methods result in the same erroneous df and probability values, although most researchers behave as if the estimated probabilities are accurate. This dynamic should especially be considered when interpreting tests of significance for specific model parameters, such as the Wald's test. As Selvin and Stuart (1966; quoted in Pedhazur, 1997) reasoned, "The fish [variables] which don't fall through the net are bound to be bigger than those which do, and it is quite fruitless to test whether they are of average size" (p. 218).
